The diraction gratings, fabricated in our laboratory, were presented and analyzed by atomic force microscopy in earlier publications. In this paper we apply the FourierPade approximation on our data previously analyzed by fast Fourier transform, proving advantages of using the FourierPade approximation for spectral analysis of structural properties of some optical materials.
Introduction
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is widespread tool in spectral analysis, primarily because of its computational eciency and a steady convergence as a function of increasing the sequence length. In this paper a method based on the Fourier transform and Pade approximants [1, 2] is investigated for analysis of holographic diraction gratings. Pade approximants are often used to accelerate the convergence of a slowly converging sequence. Namely, for a power series
of order N in the variable z (real or complex) with coecients c k , the Padé approximant is a rational fraction P m (z)/Q n (z), which approximates the fully converged values of the function F n (z). If we let z = e In this analysis we applied FourierPade approximation on data acquired by atomic force microscopy (AFM) scans of diraction grating investigated in earlier papers [3, 4] . We recently used FP for analysis of holographic photonic crystal structures [5] . All obtained results proved advantages of using FP for spectral analysis of structural properties of optical materials instead of FFT. Our calculation of FP is eciently implemented as a C code. The computer running time of calculating FP is only slightly longer than by evaluating the FFT.
Analyzed samples
The diraction gratings fabricated in our laboratory were analyzed by AFM. Figure 1 shows a zoomed part of sinusoidal shaped grating recorded in dextran sensitized with ammonium dichromate (DCD) [3] (left side of gure). The AFM greyscale image is usually presented in * corresponding author; e-mail: sevic@ipb.ac.rs 
